
check   Accelerated product launches

check   Faster time-to-value

check   Seamless scalability

check   The biggest selection of purpose-built  

            media and entertainment solutions

When you choose 
AWS, you can take 
advantage of:

Media and entertainment, reinvented

Increase productivity. Optimise costs. Aid transformation.

WHY AWS FOR  
THE MEDIA AND  
ENTERTAINMENT  
INDUSTRIES

AWS is designed 
to deliver on a 
customer promise of 
99.999999999% 
durability of objects 
stored in all Amazon 
S3 storage classes, 
including Amazon S3 
Glacier and Amazon S3 
Glacier Deep Archive.

In theory you can 
expect a loss of one 
object of 10 million 
stored in AWS, every 
10,000 years.

Wait weeks or  
months for resources

Store backups with 
limited durability

Operate with  
in-house security

Leave backup  
data idle

Scale IT resource  
on-demand

Store backups with  
11 9’s of durability

Operate with global-
scale security

Run ML and analytics 
on backup data

Bytes Cloud Services can now offer its customers the ability to quickly spin up and utilise AWS 
resources for their backup and recovery needs in one easy templated solution. The DataShield 
solution was developed for customers wanting to quickly backup their critical data into AWS Native 
or using one of our partner technologies.

Working with AWS and our Partners, Veeam, Rubrik & Veritas we have developed a solution to allow 
customers with very little to no knowledge of AWS to spin up AWS storage at a low cost but with a 
high degree of resiliency and security.

Our Architects will carry out an audit of your requirements and recommend the solution that best fits 
your needs. The following aspects will be covered with any solution we deploy depending on your 
businesses experience with AWS:

•  Create a new VPC (this is your private space in 
AWS Cloud)

•  Define public and private subnets, internet 
gateway, route tables, security groups and 
other networking configuration needed in 
AWS cloud

•  Create base golden image (AMI - Amazon 
Machine Image) for your virtual machines/
backup appliance in AWS

•  Provision S3 buckets that will store your 
backups and assets that you need in the cloud

•  Apply any necessary permission, encryption, 
versioning, storage class, monitoring and 
alerts

•   Setup “Object Locking” mechanism 
depending on the business security 
requirements on your s3 bucket. Customers 
use S3 Object Lock to store objects using a 
write-once-read-many (WORM) model

Cloud 
Services

Bytes AWS DataShield

Backup and recovery are critical in today’s prolific Ransomware attack environments, with 
Bytes & AWS it has never been so easy to protect your business.

Backup & recover data simply and securely with 
DataShield storage solutions from Bytes AWS

AWS-Powered BackupOn-Premises Backup

Unlocking the possible

The media and entertainment industry is always evolving and revolutionising how content is created, 
distributed, and consumed. 

This transformation wouldn’t be possible without an ever-evolving array of new technology solutions. There’s never 

been so many ways to create content, optimise media supply chains, and compete for audience attention. 

But there’s also never been more competition.

Content  
production

Reduce costs and 
time-to-value 

with cloud-based 
production.

Media supply  
chain & archive 

Store media in the 
cloud to improve 

scalability.

Broadcast 
Harness the agility, 

reliability, and 
scalability of 
cloud-based 

broadcasting. 

Direct-to-consumer  
& streaming

Break the mould 
with purpose-built 

architecture.

Data science & 
analytics for media
Improve workloads 

with powerful 
media intelligence 

capabilities.

To keep up with the competition, you need to rethink how you approach:

For more information, please visit www.cloud-bridge.co.uk. 
You can also email Sales@Cloud-bridge.co.uk or call 0203 191 8587. 



Cloud Bridge: Enabling transformation
We are your strategic partner for Amazon Web Services. With our expertise and your vision, we can help you identify 

solutions and secure funding to revolutionise your business. 

WHY AWS FOR THE MEDIA AND  
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRIES

Want to learn more about how we can help your business 
modernise processes, optimise costs, and unlock the power 
of Amazon Web Services (AWS)?

Discover the AWS journey

Assess

Discover 

Migrate 

Modernise

Mobilise 

1

2

4

5

3

Tell our AWS experts about your vision, your challenges, and your goals.

We can then show you a clear roadmap to realising your ambitions, including the full picture of costs, 

so you can make informed decisions about your transformation.

Once we know your vision, we can help you discover AWS solutions that help you increase productivity, 

optimise costs, and future proof your business. 

We can even apply for funding on your behalf.

When moving your services to the cloud or introducing new solutions to maximise your workloads,  

we will do the heavy lifting. 

We’ve got the expertise to make your cloud journey a success while you can focus on the day-to-day.

In an industry that never stops innovating, we provide ongoing support to help you identify new 

solutions and methods for optimising your workloads, so you can stay at the top of your game.

After we show you what your world in the cloud could look like, we build a detailed roadmap to help 

you get there. 

Whether you want to modernise your existing architecture piece by piece, perform a full migration,  

or optimise your current cloud processes, we put you in control of the journey.

For more information, please visit www.cloud-bridge.co.uk. 
You can also email Sales@Cloud-bridge.co.uk or call 0203 191 8587. 



WHY AWS FOR THE MEDIA AND  
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRIES

Our partners

Your journey starts here 
Are you ready to start taking advantage of all these benefits?

• Verified, ready-to-run software solutions on the world’s 

largest cloud platform

• Designed to be compliant, secure, and resilient 

• 2x higher performance for a SQL Server workload  

than the next largest cloud provider*

• 5x more services offering encryption than the next  

largest cloud provider

• 442% projected 5-year ROI running Windows on AWS**

• Tailor-made advice to get you the best-fit cloud  

solutions for your organisation

• Access to partner funding programmes  

• Proven experts at identifying opportunities  

for cost optimisation

• Well-Architected Review Certified

• Strong security and governance knowledge

• DevOps for easy building and management  

of scalable platforms

To talk to us about how we can help you reduce costs, enhance performance,  
and improve security across your infrastructure, get in touch. 

Start my AWS journey with Cloud Bridge 

For more information, please visit www.cloud-bridge.co.uk. 
You can also email Sales@Cloud-bridge.co.uk  
or call 0203 191 8587. 

We will plant 10 
trees for every server 
migrated into AWS 
with Cloud Bridge.  

*When directly testing an R5b.8xlarge instance, according to a 2021 Principled Technologies report. 
**According to a 2019 IDC report, “The Business Value of Efficiently Running High-Performance Windows Workloads in AWS Cloud”.

Your connection to growth
As an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner, we’re here to help you identify solutions that can support 

your vision for growth and transformation.

Amazon Nimble Studio
Complete cloud-based content  

creation with virtual studio 

workstations, high-speed storage,  

and scalable rendering capabilities.

AWS Elemental
A collection of solutions that give  

you the power to create content 

anywhere, produce work faster,  

and distribute with ease.

Amazon CloudFront
Cut costs and improve security  

with this content delivery solution 

featuring ultra-low latency and  

high transfer speeds.


